	
  

Exploitation Rate Tagging Method
Tagging Fish to find the angling exploitation rate for Salmon and Sea-trout
1.

The principle of this part of the Management Plan is very simple: if fish are tagged at the bottom of the
river, some will be caught upriver by anglers and the proportions that are will show the “Exploitation
Rates” of the different runs of Salmon and Sea-trout. If 50% of its tagged fish are later caught by
anglers that will show a very different situation for a run than if just 5% were caught.

2.

An assumption of this type of work is that the percentage of tagged fish that is caught is the same as
the percentage of untagged fish, i.e. that tagging does not make a fish either more or less likely to be
caught. It is important for this sort of work that the first method of capture is not the same as the recapture method as the animals may learn avoidance from the first experience. In this case the capture
method is netting and the re-capture method, angling.

3.

The fish are caught with a traditional “Net and Coble” (Sweep Net) system in which a net (mesh size 2
inches [5cms] square) is dropped off behind a boat (the Coble) in a semi-circle, then the two ends are
drawn together and on to the bank as shown in the sequence of photographs below. Netting stations
have gentle, sloping, shores so that the nets can be drawn smoothly up on to the bank.

(a) As the boat take the front end of the net out (the
“fore” net)

(b) The other end of the net (the “hint”
net) is towed slowly downstream along
the shore
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(c) With the net fully out, the rope of the fore is
brought ashore

(d) The two ends of the net are gradually brought
together. The larger corks mark the entrance to
the bag (“bosom”) of the net

(e) Any fish in the net are not secure until the lead
line (along the bottom of the net) is brought
ashore, trapping the fish in the bosom
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4.

For tagging purposes, however, the nets are not drawn right up and out of the water, but left in 2030cms or so depth, and the fish taken out in a scoop/bag which also holds water, for transfer to a
holding tub. The fish can generally be scooped into this bag without being handled though this is not
always possible, especially with larger fish (see photograph below).

Larger fish have to be carefully handled when
transferring to the holding tub prior to tagging

5.

The photograph below shows the bankside set-up for tagging:

The right most tub in the photograph (sometimes two) is ordinary water, for holding fish taken out of
the nets until they are tagged.
The next tub along has the anaesthetic in it. The fish are examined for wounds, diseases and parasites
while in this tub to minimise the time that they are out of water on the measuring board.
The fish are tagged and measured on the measuring board, which is always wetted before a fish is laid
on it. In bright sunlight, a wet cloth is put over the fish’s eyes to prevent them being damaged (fish
have no eyelids to protect them from bright light). The scale sample is also taken while they are on this
board.
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The leftmost tub in the photograph is for recovery. Fish are usually removed from this before they are
fully recovered so they are still partly anaesthetised during the carrying back to the river and make
their full recovery when back in their natural environment.
The holding and recovery tubs both have two aerators in them, the anaesthetic tub a single one. The
aerator is run off the battery of the vehicle seen at the top of the photograph.
6.

The data recorded from each fish caught are: its length; the number of Sea-lice; any damage marks
(scratches, flesh-wounds etc.) and the condition of its vent, to see if it is affected by the “Red Vent”
condition. A scale sample is also taken for reading, to give its age and other information.

7.

However, not all the fish caught are tagged. If they have been damaged in some way, by seals or other
marine mammals or by nets, then their data is recorded as above, but they are released untagged. This
is to ensure that all the fish tagged are equally healthy; equally likely to reach the anglers upstream,
and equally likely to be caught.

A damaged fish

8.

The tagging is with Floy or “T-bar” tags inserted under and towards the front of the dorsal fin, the
standard method for Salmon and Trout.
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The tags have a number and the name of the Tweed Foundation on them. Traditional tagging like this
has become much more efficient in recent years with the advent of the Internet and mobile phones as it
is now much easier for anyone catching a tagged fish to report it. In the past, a tag had to bear the
whole address of the tagging organisation and whoever found it had to send the tag back by post. Now,
tagged fish can be reported by phone as soon as caught or the tagging organisation found on the
Internet soon after. One Sea-trout tagged at Paxton on the 19th September 2007 was caught on the
22nd May 2008 in a net set on a beach on the island of Sylt, on the Danish-German border and reported
within 24hrs through the Internet.
9.

	
  

The tags are inserted with a tagging gun. This has a hollow needle into which a tag is set and is then
pushed down into the fish by a wire inside the needle.
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10. Tags are inserted at the base of the dorsal fin, towards its front.

	
  

	
  
11. The errors associated with tagging data are: (1) Tagged fish not being reported when captured, (2)
Tags falling off fish, (3) Tagged fish dying in the river or, (4) Tagging fish leaving the river. The first two
errors reduce estimates of the rate of recapture and the second two increase them (as reported
recaptures are actually from a smaller total of tagged fish in the river than thought). To check on these,
some fish tagged in 2010 and 2011 were also fitted with acoustic tags so their survival and progress
upriver could be followed and checked.
12. From 1997-2005 the main netting station used for tagging was Gardo, in the estuary (just downstream
of the Auld Brig) but in 2006 this was changed to Paxton, in the lower river. This change made little
difference to the recapture places or rates of Trout or Salmon, though reduced the average annual
number of Salmon tagged, Paxton not being as productive a station as Gardo.
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Jun to Nov
Av. Annual Total
Recapture Rate

SALMON
Gardo
Paxton
61
46
5.45%
4.60%

Av. Annual Total
Recapture Rate

SEA-TROUT
Gardo
Paxton
39
41
1.99%
1.36%

A tagged fish (No. 000176) recaptured by an angler upriver; this fish
was tagged at Paxton on 23rd August 2014 and caught about 12kms
upriver a month later on 27th September. Note how quickly the fish has
turned from silver to brown in colouration – it had two Sea-lice on it
when tagged, so was definitely then fresh in from the sea
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